INTRODUCING

The Mickey Route Buddy™

DELIVERY SYSTEM

MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY

› More Deliveries in Less Time
› Holds 32 Cases on Average
› Custom Designed Storage Rack
› Stores Effortlessly
› Safe Secure Storage
› Collapsible Arms
› Ergonomical Hand Grip

Vs.

Mickey TRUCK BODIES
Route Buddy™
STEPS FOR QUICK & EASY STORAGE

**STEP 1** Collapsible arms for smooth no-hassle storage.

**STEP 2** Align pivot rail with holding channel.

**STEP 3** Push down on opposite end so pivot rail shifts up above holding channel and is able to be rolled into place.

**STEP 4** Push Mickey’s Route Buddy forward so pivot rail slides over and into the holding channel with no lifting.

**STEP 5** Pivot rail tightly holds Mickey’s Route Buddy within the holding channel so it’s ready to be locked in place.

**STEP 6** Mickey’s Route Buddy is firmly fastened in place by lock bar. This keeps Mickey’s Route Buddy from shifting up and down during the ride.